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Abstract
This paper discusses the dative constructions in Pomak variety in Turkey, focusing more on
the dative possessors. Pomak is an endangered language spoken in Thrace (Bulgaria, Greece
and Turkey. There is very little research on Pomak variety spoken in Greece and Bulgaria as
Sandry (2013) claims and to the best of my knowledge, there is no study on the Pomak
variety spoken in Turkey. Datives are used for several reasons in Pomak; i.e. to introduce
different arguments such as goal, benefactive, malfactive etc. On the other hand, datives are
also used to show possession in Pomak like other Indo-European languages even though there
are genitive-possessive constructions in the language illustrated in (1a) and (1b).
1)
a) Ya

sam

Meriye'm-av|a-na

PRO.1SG.NOM be.COP.1SG.PRS Meriyem-POSS|DEF

se'stra.
sister

‘I am Meriem’s sister.’
b) ya

sam

PRO.1SG.NOM

se'stra Meriye'm-u

be.COP.1SG.PRS sister

Meriyem-DAT

‘I am Meryem’s sister.’
Following the Pylkkänen’s (2008) ideas, there are two types of applicatives crosslinguistically and based on the tests given by Pylkkänen (2008), which state that only high
applicatives are used with unergative verbs and completely static verbs such as ,hold, I claim
that Pomak exhibits high applicatives shown in (2a) and (2b).
2)
a) Déte-tu-ne

mayka-na

Child-DAT-DEF/MASC

rabati.

mother-DEF

(unergative)

Work 3PRS.SG

‘The child’s mother is working.’
b) (Ya) do'rže-m
(I)

çanta-na

Hold-1PRS.SNG Bag-DEF

Sinem-u
Sinem-DAT

‘I hold the bag for Sinem.’
Animacy is a requirement to license dative possessors as possessors lacking animacy cannot
get dative case in Pomak. Instead, gen-poss construction is licensed only. The syntactic

difference between dative construction and gen-poss construction is that definite suffix is not
used in dative possessors while it has to be used in genitive. The semantic difference between
these two constructions is the affectedness, which is seen in dative possessors. Besides, in this
paper, I argue for the possessor raising in line with what Landau (1999) and Lee-Schoenfeld
(2005) propose, stating that the dative possessor raises to the spec position of ApplP in order
to check its dative case. Besides, non-raising analysis proposed by Borer and Grodzinsky
(1986) is not applicable in Pomak as affectee can be introduced by a dative preposition and
dative possessor can be separated from possessee, showing that they are not constituents,
which supports the raising analysis.
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